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1 VALVE APPLICATIONS AT THE SYNTHANE PLANT IN MIXED PHASE EROSIVE SERVICE

D. M. Bailey, A. W. Massa,
I .- 0. D. Runnels and P. C. Strebinger

C-E Lummus

ABSTRACT

Three different control valves used for depressuring abrasive, high

pressure process streams containing coal fines have been improved by
upgrading their trim materials. Original trims were of ceramic or of
stainless steel coated with stellite; upgraded trims are tungsten
carbide. The new materials have significantly improved valve life.

These valves are in operation at the SYNTHANE Pilot Plant, a high BTU

coal gasification facility operated for the Department of Energy by The
Lummus Company.  The Plant has been in operation since July of 1976.  To
date more than 2000 tons of coal have been gasified and these valves
have been subjected to nearly 1000 hours of operation.
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INTRODUCTION

Erosion problems exist in all facilities that handle abrasive materials
through control valves. In a coal gasification facility, such as the
SYNTHANE Plant, these problems must be confronted since many of the

process streams contain solids mixed with gas and/or with liquids under
high pressure and temperature.

Control valves are usually deliberately sized to require a pressure drop
in order to achieve proper flow control. Pressure drop and erosive
sdrvice in control valves are not generally compatible.

Careful design of control valves and material selections becomes important
in abrasive service in order to successfully control flow with a minimum

of maintenance problems and a guarantee of operational safety.

At the SYNTHANE Pilot Plant, there are three applications where mixed

phase streams containing coal fines depressure from an operating pressure
of 600 psi to atmospheric through control valves. Each of the valves
used in these applications is a different design. The valves that are in
this service are depicted in Figure 1.

As shown, control valve LCV-201, is used to control the level in the
scrubber surge drum. This valve handles scrubber water containing fines

1 that are carried over from the gasifier through the cyclone separator
and are scrubbed with water and collected in the scrubber surge drum.
PDCV-266 controls the differential in pressure between the gasifier and
char cooler. This stream contains mainly steam and entrained char from
the char cooler fluidized bed. LCV-405 controls the level in the char
slurry tank and handles a slurry of char and water which is transported
to the filter area.

Various materials have been tested in each of these valves. This report
details the successes and failures experienced to date with these
materials.
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FIGURE 1
SYNTHANE GASIFIER WITH THREE

CONTROL VALVES AND ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS
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LCV-201, Blowdown Control Valve for the Scrubber Surge Drum

As shown in Figure 1, the product gas from the gasifier passes through
an internal cyclone to the gas scrubbing area where it is quenched by
circulating water which cools the gases and scrubs out the fines. The
steam which is used to fluidize the gasifier is condensed in the scrub-
bing system. The scrubber water and fines are then collected in the
scrubber surge drum.

LCV-201 is installed in the scrubber surge drum blowdown line to control
the level in the drum. This valve, which is detailed in Figure 2, is a

1-inch unbalanced globe, model V-502, which is manufactured by ITT
Hammel Dahl. Process conditions at the control valve are: 10 to 30% by
weight char fines in water, 180'F liquid temperature, 17 to 20 gpm

1             normal flow rate, and 600 psi pressure drop across the valve. A typical
' size distribution of the coal fines present in the slurry is provided in

Table 1, Page 8.

The original trim in the LCV-201 valve was 316 stainless steel with

stellite no. 6 coating on the seat and plug. During initial startup,
the valve trim lasted only a few days due to erosion. Figure 3 shows a
new and eroded trim of this material after a few days of service.
Although some wear in this valve application was anticipated and spare
trim was purchased, stellite trim deliveries from the factory were
longer than the trim would survive without failure; thus, as a temporary
measure, trims of 416 stainless steel were purchased because they were
readily available. The trim of 416 stainless steel lasted only hours in
this service.

Immediate delivery of an improved trim that would withstand this erosive
service was required and a trim for the valve made of 316- stainless

t

steel with hard surfacing of Gemoco stellite 1016 was obtained. With
this trim, the valve life improved slightly.

It was then determined that the size of the valve trim should be increased
from 1/4 inch to 3/8 inch because of an increase in process flow.  Along
with the new trim size, another upgrading of material to tungsten carbide
was tried. The base material of the plug was again 316 stainless steel
with a coating of Gemoco 1016 stellite, but the tip of the plug up to
and above the seating surface was made of tungsten carbide. Also, a
tungsten carbide insert was placed into the seat. This combination of
materials provided considerable improvement.

A flash flow cage of 440C hardened stainless steel was also later installed
in place of the standard cage. Since the installation of this cage and
the use of tungsten carbide trim, a run of 21 days has been completed
with no apparent wear of the valve components. A new and used trim that
has undergone the 21-day run, is shown in Figure 4.

In order to continue to investigate other materials, trim for this valve
has been sent to Materials Development Corp. (81 Hicks Avenue, Medford,
Mass. 02155) for their Borafuse Process. When the Borafused trim is
received, it will also be tested.

The installation of breakdown orifices has also been considered for this
system but thus far emphasis has been placed only on improving metallurgy.
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FIGURE 2
LCV-201, A 1-INCH UNBALANCED GLOBE VALVE

MANUFACTURED BY ITT HAMMEL DAHL
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FIGURE 3
ORIGINAL TYPE 316 S.S. TRIM WITH STELLITE NO. 6

COATING SHOWN NEW AND ERODED
AFTER A FEW DAYS SERVICE.
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FIGURE 4
NEW AND USED 440C HARDENED STEEL FLASH

FLOW CAGE AND 316 S.S. TRIM WITH TUNGSTEN
CARBIDE TIP. THE USED MATERIAL HAS BEEN

IN SERVICE MORE THAN 21 DAYS
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TABLE 1
TYPICAL PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

OF OVERHEAD FINES FA-215 BLOWDOWN

U.S. SIEVE SIZE MEAN

+20                                     0

+30                                     0

+50                                     0

+60 .71

+100 1.8

+140 7.2

+ 200 20.3

+ 325 47.3

- 325 52.7
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I ' PDCV-266, Differential'Pressbre Control Valve for Gasifier and Char Cooler

PDCV-266 is installed as shown in Figure 1 in the outlet line of the
char cooler to control the differential pressure between the gasifier

-            and the char cooler. The process conditions at the valve are: 3,000 lbs.

of steam per hour with approximately 1% char and minimal amounts of
product gas and (02, 670'F process gas temperatures, and 600 psi pressure
drop across the valve. The valve used in this service, as shown in
Figure 5, is a 1-inch, ITT Hammel Dahl, Conoflow "S" Angle Valve.  Its
features include an expanded inlet and body to reduce velocity through
the valve and a two piece seat to allow a tight shutoff when valve is
closed. Original trim material was 316 stainless steel with stellite

no. 6 hard surfacing.

Severe erosion occurred in this valve from the beginning. A picture of
the new trim and the trim which lasted only a few days is shown in

-              Figure 6. The stellite no. 6 hard coating has since been changed to
tungsten carbide and this has resulted in greatly improved valve life.

The first plug was modified by Gemoco with tungsten carbide on the tip
of the seating surface only.  This tip was joined to the body of the
plug with silver solder and a copper washer was inserted between the
tungsten carbide and steel for thermal expansion. After the valve was in
service for only 1 day, the tip separated from the body and lodged in
the seat and caused an interruption of the test run. This plug is shown
in Figure 7.

The problem was corrected by the current design, which is shown in
Figure 8. In this design, the tungsten carbide is extended 1 inch up
the body of the plug. The seat is also 316 stainless steel with 1016
stellite hard surfacing and contains a tungsten carbide insert. This
trim material, as shown in Figure 8, has since undergone more than a
two-week run with no evidence of erosion. Cracks, however, developed
around the perimeter of the tungsten carbide insert where it joins the
316 stainless steel material in the seat. These cracks were not on the
seating surface and did not effect valve performance.

A set of trim for PDCV-266 has also been sent to Materials Development
Corp. for the Borafuse Process and this trim will be tested when received.

-9-



FIGURE 5
PDCV-266, 1-INCH ITT HAMMEL DAHL,

CONOFLOW "S" ANGLE VALVE.
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FIGURE 6
NEW AND ERODED TRIM OF PDCV-266.

THIS TRIM OF 316 S.S. WITH STELLITE NO. 6
LASTED ONLY A FEW DAYS
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FIGURE 7
PDCV-266, PLUG MODIFIED WITH TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

ON TIP SEPARATED AFTER 1 DAY'S SERVICE
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FIGURE 8
NEW AND USED PDCV-266 TRIM WITH TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

EXTENDING 1-INCH UP THE BODY OF THE PLUG.
TUNGSTEN CARBIDE INSERT ALSO SHOWN IN SEAT.

THE USED MATERIAL SURVIVED MORE THAN 14 DAYS
.
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LCV-405, Char Slurry Letdown Valve

In the original design of the SYNTHANE Plant, an ITT Hammel Dahl Conoflow
Series LB globe was chosen to control the char slurry flow from the char
slurry tank. Subsequent information suggested severe cavitation and
poor service life would probably result if this valve were used. Based
on experience at the Institute of Gas Technology, non-conventional

Willis Choke control valves were ordered and installed as a replacement
for the Conoflow valve before the first gasifier run. The Willis Choke
valve chosen for this application, shown in Figure 9, was a type M-2

multiple orifice valve, 1 inch by 4 inch, having ceramic discs containing
two 1/4-inch diameter holes. The working parts of the valve include a
stationary back disc and a movable front disc with two holes drilled
through each disc that are actuated by a turning fork. By rotating the
movable disc, the valve opening may be precisely controlled in any
position. The process conditions at this valve are: 10% to 15% suspen-
sion of char slurry having particle distribution as shown in Table 2.

-              Flow rates are 18 to 20 gpm at 220'F.  Pressure differential across the

valve is 600 psi.

The original ceramic discs gave very poor life. ,-Figure 10 illustrates a
pictorial view of a new ceramic disc and an eroded disc that had been in

service only one day.  As wear patterns developed, different sizes of
orifices were tried ranging from 1/4 inch to 1/2 inch.  Orifices of 1/2
inch are now in service. The ceramic discs were then replaced with the
tungsten carbide discs. A new unused tungsten carbide disc and one that
has been in service for six days are shown in Figure 11.

The char slurry is not only erosive to the disc trim but also erosive to
the downstream side of the disc holder and outlet valve port. Figure 12
shows the erosive pattern created by the char slurry as it depressures
through the valve port on the downstream side of the disc holder. To
prevent this problem, sleeves were installed in the outlet disc holder
that extended 4 inches down into the outlet valve port. Figure 13 shows
the first attempt at containing this erosive problem. A sleeve made of
316 stainless steel was inserted in the downstream side of the disc
holder.  Figure 13 shows the erosive effect of the char slurry on this
outlet sleeve after being in service only a few days.

Various sleeve materials were then tested including: ceramics from
various firms, monel with a vapor disposition of tungsten, Ni Resist,
mild steel tubes lined with fused plasma-spray coating and Borafused
Molybdenum. Most of these materials suffered extreme erosion within
days. Sleeves that have shown the best service to date were made from
Coors Ceramic AD-998 or Borafused Molybdenum. Figure 14 shows a new
ceramic sleeve of 6 inches in length, and Figure 15 shows a ceramicsleeve that has been in service for 6 days. The ceramic, which wasbroken to expose the erosion, shows only a slight erosive pattern after
6 days of continuous service.

Further material and valve design changes are presently under consideration
for the Willis Choke application in view of this severe erosive problem.
A disc made of Borafused Molybdenum with a sleeve of the same material
has been purchased and will be tested. With the assistance of Gemoco, anew insert which provides a downstream orifice in this valve is being
tested. The new design is shown in Figure 16.

- 14 -



FIGURE 9
WILLIS CHOKE VALVE, MOV 1 X 4 INCH, M-2
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FIGURE 10
ORIGINAL CERAMIC DISC

SHOWN NEW AND AFTER ONLY A FEW DAYS SERVICE
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FIGURE 11
TUNGSTEN CARBIDE DISC SHOWN

NEW AND USED AFTER 6 DAYS SERVICE
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FIGURE 12
EROSION ON DOWNSTREAM SIDE OF DISC HOLDER
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FIGURE 13
SLEEVE IN OUTLET DISC HOLDER
SHOWN NEW AND AFTER SERVICE
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FIGURE 14
NEW CERAMIC SLEEVE FOR LCV-405
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FIGURE 15
CERAMIC SLEEVE SHOWS SLIGHT EROSIVE

PATTERN AFTER 6 DAYS OF SERVICE.
(SLEEVE BROKEN FOR THIS PICTURE).
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FIGURE 16
DOWNSTREAM ORIFICE PREPARED BY GEMOCO FOR

WILLIS CHOKE VALVE, LCV-405
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TABLE 2
TYPICAL PARTIAL SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF CHAR

U.S. SIEVE SIZE MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

+20 0.10 .+0.11

+30 0.68 + 0.45

+50 17.96 +6.56

+60 24.55 +8.03

+100 51.33 --9.55

+140 65.75 + 9.40

+ 200 75.28 --8.22

+ 325 88.91 +5.86

- 325 11.09 +5.86
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„                   Recommendations

1.   In pressure letdown applications where mixed phases of coal in gas
or liquid streams are present, valve trims of tungsten carbide

*:

..
should be considered for erosion resistance. Stellite no. 6 or
other stainless steel materials have shown poor life and less

I resistance.

2.   Although limited tests have been conducted with Borafused Molybdenum,
we expect it will also provide improved life of trim in similar
service.

3.   The use of breakdown orifices either before or after control valves
in erosive mixed phase service should also be considered and may be
necessary as a means of extending valve life.
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